RAINBOW XRB
Rainbow XRB vision is to create an authentic & transparent
cryptocurrency wallet platform for users and investors
using Blockchain Technology.

Whitepaper Version : 1.0
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Disclaimer
The information in this document is subject to change or update
without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by
the Rainbow Foundation.
This document and any parts should not be reproduced or copied
without the Rainbow Foundation’s written permission, and must
not be imparted to a third party nor be used for any unauthorized
illegal purpose.

Overview
This document details a revolutionary technology for a
decentralized platform regulated by smart contracts. The
infrastructure for the Rainbow ecosystem, on all its products and
services, is powered by XRB - a proprietary ERC-20 token created
and maintained by the Rainbow foundation.
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Rainbow Ecosystem Vision
Rainbow XRB provides a powerful crypto wallet service that
enables worldwide secure transactions between users, investors &
merchant and that will be fully reliable and trustworthy process.
Rainbow XRB vision is to create an authentic and transparent
cryptocurrency wallet platform for users and investors.

Crypto Market Challenges
Cryptocurrency is now an essential part of financial markets.
Blockchain technology improved day by day and everyone knows
it's changing the world. But we need to observe the
blockchain-based market because there is some challenge in
centralized and decentralized both platforms. We need an
essential requirement of trust towards for financial services.
Cryptocurrency transaction fees are the other problem for
average users. Rainbow Ecosystem completely solves these
problems described above by initiate a new platform with
custody free, secure and fee-less transactions between rainbow
wallet users. Rainbow Wallet is a decentralized framework where
users can store their assets with security and privacy. They are
always able to make transactions between Rainbow wallet users
without any transaction fees.
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Solutions By Rainbow XRB
Rainbow Foundation is created to give authentic
and transparent service to cryptocurrency users.
Rainbow Ecosystem main components is to provides a powerful crypto wallet service that enables
worldwide transactions between crypto users. Rainbow wallet allows you to store any crypto assets,
manage them in one place by control of private key
or seed phrase.
Rainbow wallet allows doing internal transactions
between Rainbow wallet without any fees like coinbase. Here people can send their crypto assets
without any transaction fees. The rainbow wallet
provides a fully secure and transparent service that
allows users to store and manage their assets with
private keys. There is no control by third parties or
the Rainbow team in wallet security. Users are the
only owner to manage and control their assets
without paying any fees
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The Rainbow Ecosystem
Rainbow Ecosystem's main components is Rainbow
crypto wallet. There are many crypto wallet services
available but Rainbow Foundation try to give fee
less crypto wallet service between Rainbow Wallet
users. People can easily store their assets in the
wallet with a decentralized way and Rainbow wallet
users will be able to send their assets without any
transaction fees between Rainbow wallet users.
Rainbow Token (XRB) is another component of the
Rainbow Ecosystem. XRB will be used as fuel in Rainbow Ecosystem. Rainbow Token is an Ethereum
Blockchain-based Token.
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THE RAINBOW ECOSYSTEM HAS TWO COMPONENTS

RAINBOW CRYPTO WALLET is a decentralized universal wallet platform that allowing
store crypto assets with high security. Rainbow wallet users can make internal transaction without any fees.

RAINBOW TOKEN (XRB) is native token of
Rainbow, XRB will be use as fuel in Rainbow
Ecosystem. Rainbow XRB use cases to
reward community and value creation for
Rainbow platform.
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Rainbow Crypto Wallet
Rainbow crypto wallet is the main focus in Rainbow
Ecosystem, Which allows users to store their crypto
assets in a decentralized way and manage their
assets easily. The rainbow wallet allows users to
view, send or receive any supported crypto assets.
Wallet will be fully secured by private key and
completely user-based no chance for locks or
suspended. No one can access funds or assets
without real user authorizations. Rainbow crypto
wallet is a fully decentralized platform so there have
privacy and security. Rainbow Wallet will be
released in the mobile version so users have Access
to use their wallet easily. Our goal is to create a
secure and easy user interface based crypto wallet
where people can make a transaction without any
transaction fees between rainbow wallet users.
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Rainbow Token (XRB)
Rainbow Token (XRB) is the native token of Rainbow
Foundation. Rainbow XRB will be use as fuel in Rainbow Ecosystem. XRB use cases to reward community and value creation for Rainbow Ecosystem. Rainbow Token (XRB) is an Ethereum Blockchain based
Token.
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0E3aBf45855fbaa1AfcC3b33CF08b3915bdCda96

Token Name: RAINBOW
Token Symbol: XRB
Token Decimal : 8
Total Supply: 6 MILLION
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Rainbow Asset management
Rainbow Ecosystem's main components is Rainbow
crypto wallet. There are many crypto wallet services
available but Rainbow Foundation try to give fee
less crypto wallet service between Rainbow Wallet
users. People can easily store their assets in the
wallet with a decentralized way and Rainbow wallet
users will be able to send their assets without any
transaction fees between Rainbow wallet users.
Send or Receive crypto assets in Rainbow Wallet
Import wallet by using private key or seed phrase
Send assets easily to any others address
Make transaction without fees between Rainbow wallet
Store private keys and seed phrase in a safe environment
Use as Dapp browser for decentralized transaction
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Token Distribution
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Rainbow Token Roadmap
Q4

2019

Conception of idea
Token create and verified
Beta version of website release
Whitepaper version 1.0 published
First phase airdrop Start

Q1

2020

Full website rollout
List on First Exchange
Airdrop Distribution

Q2

2020

Rainbow wallet development Start
App Beta Testing
IEO On Exchange
Airdrop Phase 2

Q3

2020

Airdrop Phase 2 Distribution
Rainbow wallet Release
Top 20 Exchange Listing
Payment Gateway Framework
More on whitepaper version 1.1
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Rainbow Community
Telegram Community: https://t.me/RainbowXRB
Telegram Announcement: https://t.me/RainbowXRB_Ann
Twitter: https://twitter.com/RainbowXRB
Medium: https://medium.com/@RainbowXRB
Linkedin: https://linkedin.com/in/RainbowXRB
Support Email: support@rainbowxrb.io
REFERENCES
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency
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